
REGIONS OF COSTA RICA

Small yet incredibly diverse, Costa Rica is blessed with an abundance of lush natural beauty. Discover which region of
Costa Rica is the perfect destination for .

Slightly larger than Switzerland, the landscape here is varied and gorgeous. The Northern Lowlands Adam
Baker North of the Central Valley and over the mountains lies a vast, flat area known as the northern
lowlands. Some of the most active volcanoes in the country are also located here in Alajuela. The Central
Valley is always on the route from east to west, and from north to south , you can hardly avoid it. North
Puntarenas Map 7. Osa is located in the southern province of Puntarenas. Beautiful beaches, peaked
volcanoes, and several national parks decorate the region, promising unforgettable adventures and dazzling
sunsets. Among these mountains are several volcanic peaks, some of which are still active. If you explore
these highlands you will experience many diverse micro climates. Similar to Guanacaste in many ways, the
Nicoya Peninsula is somewhat more inaccessible, and less developed and crowded. This area can be rainy,
especially between December and April. It is also very popular with young surfers, and has a distinct party
vibe. Say it on our Facebook page or our Twitter Feed. The culture here is predominantly Afro-Caribbean,
with many residents speaking an English or Caribbean patois. Here visitors will discover mountain towns with
high-speed internet, roaring rivers within hiking distance of four-star restaurants, and museums overlooking
breathtaking vistas. Scores of beach destinations, towns, and resorts are along this long string of coastline.
There is an admission to get into the park, but the unmatched beauty will be well worth the admission fee.
People come here to raft down rivers and rappel down waterfalls and zip line through the jungle. Dominated
by the port city of Puntarenas that sticks out into the ocean like a finger, this region offers the closest beaches
to the capital. South is adjacent to the Southern Pacific , which extends to the border with Panama. Puntarenas
Just south of Guanacaste, Puntarenas stretches in a long, thin line down the Pacific coast. The North Pacific
has some of the most spectacular and unique beaches in the country. Cartago East of San Jose, Cartago
province is home to large coffee plantations, a bustling downtown, and some of Costa Rica's oldest buildings.
A very special and exciting destination here is the Osa Peninsula. As you head south from Guanacaste, the
region is similar in terms of geography, climate, and ecosystems, but begins to get more humid and moist,
with taller and lusher forests. San Jose With a central location, San Jose province is not only a vibrant and
cultured area, but also a convenient travel base to all national destinations. Bordered by Nicaragua in the north
and Panama in the southeast, Costa Rica is only slightly larger than Vermont and New Hampshire combined.
You can spend your days outside exploring the exotic wildlife, or taking on an adventure. The climate here is
tropical, which means it is hot and gets a lot of rain. Because this is one of the few regions of Costa Rica
without any beaches, it primarily attracts people interested in nature and active sports. There are several hotels,
such as the Arenal Volcano Inn, as well as restaurants and bars, tourist attractions like canopy, suspension
bridges and hiking areas and more, in the area. Surrounding the Central Valley are high mountains, among
which are four volcanic peaks. The towns of Cahuita , Puerto Viejo , and Manzanillo , on the southern half of
the Caribbean coast, are increasingly popular destinations.


